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							DA 99A family of roller-screw actuators with a maximum force of 22,000 N

					 											  
							Welding Cell 4.0Innovative technology to improve quality and productivity of spot welding

					 											  
							DA 99 ExCompact actuator for hazardous environment with manual override

					 											  
							DA 140 ExPowerful and robust actuator for hazardous environment

					 											  
							DA 45Smart and fast actuator for industrial automatization
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              Diakont Group develops and manufactures cutting-edge electric roller screw servo actuators for applications, demanding high accuracy, force and resource.
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              Italy, 52046, Località Padule, Lucignano AR
              

              +39-0575-250332
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              USA, CA 92010, 3193 Lionshead Avenue, Carlsbad
              

              +1-858-551-5551
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